
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL MARZ 

,,Bei uns ist immer etwas los!" 

DEUTSCHE FEIERTAGE, FESTE, UNO MESSEN 

DER ERSTE TAG FRUHLINGS / FIRST DAY OF SPRING 
(occurs between 20th and 23rd of Marz) 

SEVEN SIGNS THAT SPRING HAS ARRIVED IN GERMANY 

after reunification. Japanese channel TV Asahi collected over 140 million yen (about €1 million) to 

gift the trees to Germany as well as other locations in the world. 

The ornamental cherry trees are very popular in Japan and are said to bring people inner peace and 

serenity. 

The first trees in Berlin were planted in November 1990 at Glienicker BrUcke (Glienicke Bridge), a 

site that had symbolized the division of Germany. 

Nowadays, the heavenly pink petals provide lots of photo opportunities, making them a social 

media favourite. 

In fact, Germany loves this flower so much that there are even dedicated festivals, such as the Bonn 

Cherry Blossom Festival held every year in the Bonn Altstadt. 

Everyone sits outside 

Throughout winter, pubs, restaurants and cafes have a feeling of gemiltlichkeit ( cosiness) that's 

aided by candles and dim lighting. 

But as soon as the temperature hits 1 SC - or even when it's a bit cooler - you'll find Germans outside 

soaking up the sunlight. 

Cafe culture comes out in full force with tables and benches placed outside again after the long 

break. 

Even if it's not that warm, Germans will still don a coat and swaddle themselves in scarves, enjoying 

the extra light that springtime brings. 

In Berlin you'll find people buying beer and drinking it outside the Spatis (late night shops). 

Elsewhere in Germany, people will relax by canals, rivers and in parks. Basically, people make the 

most of each sunny day as if there's a possibility they may never see one again. 

Well, who knows what the summer holds? 


